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1 Introduction

In the research paper, a blockchain-based incentive mechanism was developed to enable

the rewarding and verification of participants in task o✏oading to volunteered mobile

devices without compromising their privacy. This configuration manual provides the in-

formation and steps required to replicate the results obtained in the evaluation. The

structure of this document is; section 2 discusses the technologies required for the pro-

totype that was built. Section 3 discusses the system configuration used to build the

prototype. Section 4 discusses how to open the blockchain-based incentive code. Section

5 discusses how to run the mobile application component of the prototype. Section 6

discusses how to execute the task o✏oading using the mobile application. And Section 7

discusses how to evaluate the blockchain-based incentive mechanism.

2 Technologies Required

This section discusses the various technologies used in the development of the prototype

in this project.

• Solidity: The smart contract for the blockchain-based incentive mechanism was

written in solidity.

• Remix IDE: The smart contract was written, compiled, and deployed using the

Remix IDE.

• Metamask: Metamask was used as the web3 provider to deploy the smart contract

to the blockchain.

• Infura: The Infura platform was used to generate the API key to connect to the

Ropsten network in order to interact with the deployed smart contract.

• Etherscan: This was used to verify the deployed smart contract token and view the

transactions performed with the token.

• NodeJs: This was used to write the functions that interacted with the smart con-

tract to initiate transfers to the volunteer. It was also used to write the function

that created a blockchain address for the volunteer.
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• Visual Studio Code: This IDE was used to write the NodeJs functions that inter-

acted with the blockchain-based incentive mechanism and the cloud controller.

• Firebase: This was used to provide the cloud infrastructure for the project. The ML

Kit was also used to execute the Optical Character Recognition and Face detection

task on the mobile application. Furthermore, the monitoring tool provided by

Firebase was used to monitor the execution of the various modules in the blockchain-

based incentive mechanism.

• Android studio: The android studio IDE was used to build the android mobile ap-

plication that registered devices, o✏oaded tasks, and executed the o✏oaded tasks.

• Kotlin: The android application was written in Kotlin.

3 System configuration

This section shows the configuration of the system in terms of hardware and software

used to build the application.

3.1 Hardware requirements

• Model: Apple MacBook Pro M1 2020

• Processor: Apple M1 Chip

• Memory: 8GB RAM

• Storage: 256GB SSD

3.2 Software requirements

• macOS Monterey 12.5

• Android Studio IDE

• Visual Studio IDE

4 Blockchain-based incentive mechanism code

The blockchain-based incentive mechanism was implemented using Firebase cloud func-

tions. To view these functions open the code o✏oading incentive folder with Visual studio

code. These functions were deployed to Firebase using the Firebase CLI.

5 Running the Mobile Application

To run the android application, you need to open the CodeO✏oadingIncentive folder

with Android Studio IDE. Then connect an android device to the Android Studio IDE

through cable or WiFi. To install the mobile application on the connected device, click
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the run button in Android Studio IDE. Figure 1 shows the run button on Android studio

IDE that is represented by a play symbol.

Figure 1: Run button in Android studio IDE

6 Performing task O✏oading

To perform task o✏oading, you need to install the mobile application on an android

device as explained in the previous section. Then execute the following steps:

• Register on the developed system providing an email address and password.

• Open the side menu and select the Volunteers option. This opens the Volunteers

screen, showing other volunteers on the system.

• Select a volunteer, and a pop-up menu showing the OCR task and face detection

task option is displayed.

• Select the task you want to o✏oad. This action takes you to the task’s o✏oad screen

where you click the upload image button to upload an image to the volunteer.

• Select the image you want the task to be performed on and this is sent to the

selected volunteer.

The profile of a volunteer before executing o✏oaded tasks is shown in Figure 2. Figure

3 shows the Volunteers screen in the mobile application.

Figure 2: Volunteers profile screen on mobile application
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Figure 3: Volunteers screen with the updated reputation of volunteer

The following steps show how to execute the tasks o✏oaded on the assigned volunteer’s

system.

• Open the side menu and select the Tasks option. This shows the list of tasks

assigned to the volunteer.

• Select a task that has a pending status and this opens the task execution screen.

• Click the button to execute the task. The task is then executed and the result is

sent to the cloud controller.

The following steps show how to view the results of the o✏oaded tasks.

• Open the side menu and select the Results option. This shows the results of the

o✏oaded tasks.

• Select a result on the list to view the details.

The result detail screen for an OCR task is shown in Figure 4
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Figure 4: OCR Task result detail screen

7 Evaluate Blockchain-based incentive

To confirm that the blockchain-based incentive works as expected, copy the transaction

hash associated with the result received. This is shown in Figure 5. Query it on https:
//ropsten.etherscan.io/. This is shown in Figure 6. This action verifies the source

of the result as the selected volunteer’s blockchain address should be in the to detail.

Furthermore, the reputation of the volunteer that executed the o✏oaded task should

increase.

Figure 5: Results screen on Mobile application
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Figure 6: Transaction on Etherscan
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